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HONORS THESIS ABSTRACT

For my Honor's Capstone Project, I am explored the idea of oppositional dualism through
process in intaglio. Printmaking as an art media that allows an artist to render realistic images on
the plate but allow for processes where the image remains a mystery to the artist until the plate is
removed from the etching solution. Over and over again the image is a mystery, often one that is
pleasant to look at after its revelation. Sometimes the explorations can cause images that are hard
to read or those that simply refuse to appear, print after print.
Intaglio is a printmaking technique where the image is built up by grooves and areas
which lie below the surface of a metal plate, usually copper. To make a print from the etched
plate, ink is pushed into the grooves, and the surface of the plate wiped clean. The plate is then
put onto a press bed with dampened paper on top and run through the press, drawing the ink out
of the grooves and onto the paper.
For the capstone, I created six 18" x 24" plates and six 12" x I8iplates that I printed,
often in groups of 2-3 creating a deep image that was open to the viewer's interpretation.
Although I created multiple prints from each plate, no two prints looked alike. To showcase my
work, I installed seven pieces at the Latino Resource Center, and had an exhibition with an
opening reception.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
For my Honor's Capstone Project, I am exploring the idea of oppositional dualism
through process in intaglio. Printmaking as an art media that allows an artist to render
realistic images on the plate but allow for processes where the image remains a mystery
to the artist until the plate is removed from the etching solution. This is what draws me to
intaglio. Images created through exploration of several etching materials have been
intriguing from the foundations class onwards. Over and over agam the image is a
mystery, often one that is pleasant to look at after its revelation. Sometimes the
explorations can cause images that are hard to read or those that simply refuse to appear,
print after print. Working in this media can be a cause of anxiety to the artist, because
they can never predict the results, yet an image that is the very likeness of a person can be
created.
This is a medium that is as conflicting as it is clear. Although prints are now
considered among the fine arts, they continue to remain more public (middle-class)
friendly, not an image associated with fine art paintings, sculpture or even drawing. Prints
are more affordable and versatile, easily working with their environment, whether it is an
office space or a living room. This is where the idea of oppositional dualism comes in.
printmaking, is a fine-art form that reaches a multitude of people by being affordable, a
connotation not associated with fine arts. It is also an art form that can be used to mass
produce propaganda posters and limited edition prints that cost thousands. The duality of
this medium allows flexibility and a clear focus on the message.
Although my personal work is non-traditional, I will have a gallery show to
exhibit the work created for the capstone.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Despite its mysteries and abstract images, intaglio helps create a mood, or a sense
that is unique to the medium itself. Nelson Goodman's ideas and ethics have recently
captured my attention and given a drive to my work that was previously missing.
According to popular belief most works of music, dance, and architecture, as well
as abstract paintings, do not represent anything at all. Yet Goodman shows how, besides
artworks' representational powers one must recognize, as a central and pervasive form of
symbolization in art, the capacity of artworks to call attention to some of their features, to
exemplify them. Goodman claims that for the features that an artwork appears to
exemplify but does not literally, possessing them (such as when a painting is claimed to
express sadness in spite of the fact that paintings cannot literally be sad) that such
features are metaphorically exemplified, or expressed. In brief, a work of art expresses
something when it metaphorically exemplifies it. Accordingly, expression is not limited
to feelings and emotions but comprises any feature that can be metaphorically attributed
to an artwork: in architecture, for instance, a building may express movement, dynamism,
or being 'jazzy" although, literally, it can't have any of those properties (Goodman, Elgin
1988, 40).
For me and my artwork, Goodman's applications of the notion of exemplification
to art are in so many ways enlightening. As a philosopher and collector of art (both
contemporary and fine art) he recognizes the significance of the many features of works
of art in referential terms.
Although Goodman's aesthetics have helped me to continue creating work that is
considered abstract, to convey emotions, it is. the history of printmaking itself that
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msp1res me to work. Before the printing press was invented, printmaking was not
considered an art form, rather a medium of communication. And since the invention, it
has been a vehicle of communication to the masses. The idea of mass communication is
what leads me to printmaking. Prints gained popularity as art objects during the later half
of the 18th century due to their affordability to working class people. By the 19th
century, artists began to produce limited editions of their work (and to sign their prints
along with the technical information necessary to authenticate the work).
In the addition to communication, engraving can be traced back to cave art,
executed on stones, bones and cave walls. The duplication of engraved images goes back
some 3,000 years to the Sumerians who engraved designs on stone cylinder seals.
Academics think that the Chinese produced a primitive form of print, the rubbing, as far
back as the 2nd century AD. The Japanese made the first authenticated prints, woodblock rubbings of Buddhist charms, in the late-middle eighth century. Printmaking is an
art form that has evolved with each major civilization, serving to educate communities as
well as its use in propaganda.
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ARTIST AND GALLERY INFLUENCES
•

Galleries and Studios
Chicago Printmakers Collaborative is one that I visited and was very influenced

by. It provides a studio environment for artist-printmakers to pursue their work and to
broaden their knowledge of printmaking media. The Chicago Printmakers Collaborative
provides continuing education, visiting artist lectures and demonstrations in addition to
participating in exchange collaborations with similar institutions such as the Hard Ground
Printmakers Studio in Cape Town, South Africa, and Open Press Studio in Denver, CO.
The CPC is open for student visits and the resident artists are open to answering to
questions
Anchor Graphics is another studio that is open to college students and visitors. It
is a not-for-profit fine art print shop and gallery that brings together, a diverse community
of youth, emerging and established artists, an opportunity to advance the "fine art of
printmaking by integrating education with the creation of prints".

•

Artists

Last fall, I participated m an artist workshop with Karla Hackenmiller, learning
vanous color printing processes as well as working directly with the artist. This
experience helped me understand the many giving qualities of Intaglio as well as ways of
interpreting it for others and trying to work with plates in other mediums.
Loma Simpson is another artist that has inspired me; in a few words I can say that
her work is a powerful combination of images and text and leads the viewers to question
their stereotypes and assumptions about gender and class. But the more one learns about
Simpson, it can be understood that her work is more than an artist statement, but is
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something that makes us, the viewer question the logic and application of societal cliches,
at the same time exposes how cliches shape the roles of women, men, relationships and
racism.
Simpson believes that art, especially photography, has the ability to "change the
world for the better". But the issues addressed in her work are not easy ones; she often
alludes to racism, slavery, and other aspects of the African-American experiences in our
society. In her work these issues are not presented in a straightforward or aggressive
manner; the use of an approach that is filled with metaphors, suggestions, and biography,
is seen instead. She says that her inspiration time and again comes from her own
experience, the current political climate, and African-American history. Although her
work can often been seen as falling within the narrative traditions often seen in AfricanAmerican art, it is a play open to as many different endings as there are viewers; her
messages are personal and universal at the same time.
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DESCRIPTION OF METHODOLOGY

Intaglio is a printmaking technique where the image is built up by grooves and
areas which lie below the surface of a metal plate, usually copper. To make a print from
the etched plate, ink is pushed into the grooves, and the surface of the plate wiped clean.
The plate is then put onto a press bed with dampened paper on top and run through the
press, drawing the ink out of the grooves and onto the paper.
Intaglio allows for much flexibility, both in terms of material handling as well as
ease of representation on the material itself. Using this technique, one can represent an
image to photographic perfection, or manipulate the copper plate to produce more
interesting textures. This is what draws me to this particular method of representation; in
addition to the simplicity of making multiple prints from a particular plate. The idea of
change within the plate also draw me to Intaglio; as prints are made, the plate changes,
making each image or print unique, but each print echoing the same idea or concept.
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FIG.1
Copper Plates:
Marks are made
on these plates
using a number to
techniques.
Although plates
can be engraved
into directly, most
artists use Ferric
Chloride to etch
the surface.

FIG.2AND3
The images
focus on acid
bath's that the
copper plates
are immersed
in, to etch the
surface. Plates
can remain in
the bath from
30 minutes to a
few hours
depending on
the artist.
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FIG.3

FIG.4
After the plates come out of the Ferric Chloride bath, they dipped into Ammonia and later washed. Since
the acid is corrosive and harmful to the body, all the acid has to be rinsed in the sink before being taken for
printing.
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FIG. 5
In order to be printed on, the paper has to soak in a water bath for 30 ~ 50 minutes. This is to allow the ink
to embed itself onto the paper. I used a damp box in conjunction with the water bath. A damp box is used to
keep paper damp overnight, allowing for ease in printing details.

FIG.6
After being cleaned, plates are inked using oil based ink.
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FIG.6
Inks used for the intaglio technique are oil based inks that come in many colors. These inks can be mixed
with a variety of solvents, opaque mediums to create textures and colors.

FIG. 7
A press is used to make the final print.
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